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ABSTRACT
Millimeter Wave Radar Object Detection Through Frequency Selective Surfaces
Jacob Trevithick
Millimeter wave (mmWave) radar systems are a leading technology in autonomous
vehicle object sensing. The radar’s ability to detect surrounding objects is critical
to its performance. One method of increasing object detection performance is to
enhance object visibility. Frequency selective reflectors can increase object visibility.
This work examines the performance of a mmWave 77 GHz radar system developed
by Texas Instruments in conjunction with frequency selective surfaces. Two bandpass
frequency selective surfaces are designed and fabricated using a loaded cross aperture
configuration to analyze their application to object detection. The chosen design
frequencies are 8 GHz and 79 GHz. The frequency selective surfaces are designed
and simulated in 3-D electromagnetic simulation software, High Frequency Structure
Simulator (HFSS). The frequency selective surfaces are fabricated on 127µm thick
FR4 dielectric. The 8 GHz frequency selective surface demonstrates bandpass center
frequency at 8.12 GHz. The 8 GHz and 79 GHz frequency selective surface reflection
characteristics are compared to a copper sheets with the same physical cross section
as each respective design. Although different testing methodology is used for each
design, both frequency selective surfaces demonstrate bandpass characteristics at their
respective design frequencies.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Autonomous Vehicles
Several automotive industry leaders are implementing autonomous features into their
vehicle products. These features include autopilot modes such as, cruise control, lane
assist, and automatic braking. Fully autonomous modes without driver interaction
are currently being tested in standard vehicles.
Automotive vehicle autonomy is defined at six levels [7]:
• Level 0: No autonomy; the driver has full control of all vehicle tasks.
• Level 1: Some driver assistance features are included, such as, cruise control.
• Level 2: Some automated functions, such as acceleration and steering. Driver
must remain ready to perform any task at all times.
• Level 3: Vehicle may be operated without driver interaction. However, driver
must remain ready to take over at all times.
• Level 4: Vehicle is fully autonomous under certain circumstances and does not
require driver interaction. Driver may control the vehicle at any point.
• Level 5: Vehicle is fully autonomous under all conditions. Driver interaction is
not necessary, but the driver may still take control if desired.
Object sensing is critical to autonomous vehicle systems. Accurate object detec-
tion and classification allows autonomous systems to accurately detect nearby vehi-
cles, pedestrians, and other obstacles. The two leading technologies in object sensing
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are Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and 77 GHz radio detection and ranging
(RADAR). LIDAR sends laser light to illuminate objects in the field of view and
measures the reflected light. The objects position is determined through return time
and wavelength. Radar is based on the same principles except it uses electromag-
netic (EM) waves. These two systems are driving research and development within
automotive companies. However, 77 GHz radar is lower cost, less computationally in-
tensive, and more resilience to adverse weather conditions. These factors have caused
it prevalence in the automotive sensing market.
There are two methods for improving object detection accuracy: increasing the
sensor effectiveness, and increasing object visibility. This work examines the later
in application to 77 GHz radar. Increasing the object’s reflection properties in the
sensor’s frequency range will increase the reflected EM power from the object. One
possible solution is to utilize a device that is highly reflective and design a surface
that modifies the bandpass bandwidth to the sensor frequency range. A frequency
selective surface is a structure that demonstrates filtering properties and is examined
in this application.
1.2 Frequency Selective Surfaces
Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) are periodic structures that demonstrate filtering
properties on incident electromagnetic waves. These surfaces include repeating unit
cells with resonant properties at a particular design frequency. They can be designed
as high pass, low pass, band pass, or band stop filters. FSSs are active or passive
filters; with or without external excitation. Figure 1.1 below shows a bandpass FSS’s
diagram with its typical transmission and reflection curves.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Basic bandpass FSS operation diagram at resonant frequency
(a), ideal bandpass FSS transmission (b) and reflection curves (c). Unit
cells resonant at Stimulus wave frequency, minimal reflections.
1.2.1 Frequency Selective Surface Applications
Numerous FSS commercial and military applications exist. Many commercial mi-
crowave ovens utilize frequency selective surfaces to reflect 2.45 GHz microwaves and
pass visible light [14]. Microwave oven door windows include an FSS screen of periodic
3
metallic holes. FSS is implemented in textiles to create frequency selective fabrics for
applications in clothing based electronic systems and sensors [12]. These sensors FSS
microwave absorbers have been investigated using resistive patches and λ
4
absorbing
dielectrics [5]. This is also applied to mmWave frequency ranges 75-110 GHz [10].
Military vehicle radar cross section is reduced using active FSSs [2]. Multi-layer FSS
that are typically used to reduce radar cross section [8]. FSS is used in high perfor-
mance microstrip antennas [9]. Dual band FSS (24 GHz and 77 GHz) is applied to
radar antennas [11].
1.3 Development Procedure
A functional 77 GHz radar system is utilized to analyze FSS performance. The
77 GHz radar system operation is characterized and compared with manufacturer
specifications. An FSS design is chosen and the reflection and transmission prop-
erties are simulated in High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). FSS resonant
frequencies 79 GHz and 8 GHz are implemented. The 8 GHz FSS is developed to
allow transmission characteristic analysis with a Vector Network Analyzer that has
a frequency range capable of testing the FSS. A prototype design is developed and
fabricated at both resonant frequencies using external PCB fabricator, Bay Area Cir-
cuits. The 79 GHz design frequency is chosen as the center 77 GHz radar’s chirp
center frequency. This creates maximal transmission through the FSS at the radar’s
operation frequency. The 77 GHz radar system is used to measure the 79 GHz FSS
reflection characteristics. The 8 GHz FSS transmission and reflection characteristics
are measured using an Anritsu MS4624B Vector Network Analyzer.
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Chapter 2
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 77GHZ RADAR SOLUTION
2.1 Selection and Evaluation of 77 GHz Testing Platform
Texas Instruments (TI) has developed a suite of millimeter wave (mmWave) radar sys-
tems. It includes the AWR12xx/AWR14xx/AWR16xx and IWR12xx/IWR14xx/IWR16xx
radar systems. The AWR and IWR chipsets are functionally identical; the AWR is
qualified for automotive applications. The TI IWR1642BOOST Evaluation Module
(EV) 77 GHz mmWave radar is the testing device used in this Thesis. Figures 2.1a
and 2.1b show the front and rear board views, respectively. Figure 2.2 shows the
AWR1x system functional high level block diagram. Further system descriptions are
found in [3].
The device is a mmWave frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar
system. The complete radar system contains two transmit (TX) and four receive (RX)
antennas, a complete radio frequency (RF) analog front end, digital components such
as analog-to-digital converters, a fully integrated digital signal processor (DSP), and
a microcontroller (MCU) [6]. Fully integrating these components onto a single chip
decreases power consumption and overall system cost. The IWR1642 radar device is
designed using complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS). The radar device
utilizes FMCW to measure position, velocity, and arrival angle, discussed further in
later sections.
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(a) Front (b) Rear
Figure 2.1: AWR/IWR1642 Evaluation Module (EVM). [4].
Figure 2.2: Functional Block Diagram AWR12xx, AWR14xx(green),
AWR16xx(blue) chipsets. Colored labels indicate included functionality
[3].
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2.2 FMCW Radar
Radar systems transmit electromagnetic signals which are reflected by objects. An
FMCW radars signal frequency increases linearly with time; a chirp signal. Figure
2.3 below shows the IWR1642 chirp signal with frequency as a function of time.
Figure 2.3: Chirp signal frequency vs. time, slope S = 100 MHz/µs,
bandwidth B, and Chirp Period Tc [3].
The transmitted chirp signal is reflected from objects, detected by radar receive
antennas, then mixed with the original chirp signal. The resultant intermediate fre-
quency (IF) signal is converted to the objects range. Figure 2.4 below depicts the
basic FMCW block diagram.
Figure 2.4: Basic FMCW radar block diagram [3].
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2.2.1 Range Measurement
The IF signal is the difference between the TX and RX chirp signals. The input
signals to the mixer are defined as c1 and c2 below.
c1 = sin(ω1t+ φ1) (2.1)
c2 = sin(ω2t+ φ2) (2.2)
After initial analog filtering, the mixer output signal is,
cIF = sin[(ω1 − ω2)t+ (φ1 − φ2)] (2.3)
Figure 2.5 graphically depicts a TX chirp and RX chirp and the resulting IF signal.
τ represents the time delay between the TX and RX signals, and is defined as,
τ =
2d
c
(2.4)
where d is the distance to the object and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. Tc is
the observation window for the TX chirp. The RX chirp must be detected within the
observation window to detect the object. The IF frequency is the difference between
TX and RX chirp frequencies and remains constant.
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Figure 2.5: Mixer operation graphical representation, TX chirp (blue),
RX chirp (red), and resulting IF signal (green). [3]
The IF signal phase is the phase difference between the TX and RX chirps at the
IF signal start time.
φ0 = 2pifcτ =
4pid
λ
(2.5)
The IF signal is therefore defined as,
cIF = Asin(2pif0t+ φ0) (2.6)
where f0 = Sτ . Multiple object detections leads to a mixer output with multiple
frequency components corresponding to each object. To differentiate between objects,
a Fourier transform creates frequency peaks corresponding to each object. Frequency
differences are converted to object ranges.
Individual object identification, radar resolution, is determined from IF signal
duration and chirp signal bandwidth. Two IF signal tones can be resolved in the
9
frequency domain if the difference between their respective frequencies satisfies,
∆f =
S2∆d
c
>
1
Tc
(2.7)
which is expressed as object separation distance
∆d >
c
2STc
=
c
2B
(2.8)
where B = STc is the chirp bandwidth. Therefore, the radar’s range resolution is
only dependent on the chirp signal bandwidth.
dres =
c
2B
(2.9)
The IWR1642 has B = 4 GHz and therefore, a range resolution, dres = 3.75 cm.
2.2.2 Velocity Measurement
Detected object velocity is determined using two chirps transmitted a time Tc apart.
After a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT), the reflected chirps from one object will pro-
duce a single difference frequency, but with a phase difference. The measured phase
difference between the two frequency peaks corresponds to the object’s motion. The
phase difference between the two signals is defined as,
∆φ =
4pivTc
λ
(2.10)
corresponding to,
v =
λ∆φ
4piTc
(2.11)
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However, the velocity will only remain unambiguous if |∆φ| < pi. Therefore, the
velocity is restricted to,
v <
λ
4Tc
(2.12)
The maximum resolvable object velocity is determined by the duration between chirp
signals Tc, and is defined as,
vmax =
λ
4Tc
(2.13)
However, this two-chirp velocity measurement system cannot measure velocity
accurately if multiple objects are detected at two different velocities at the same
distance from the radar. The objects will generate reflected chirp signals that produce
identical IF signal frequencies, leading to a single frequency peak after the FFT.
Therefore, the radar must transmit N (N > 2) chirps all spaced by Tc. This chirp
set is a chirp frame. Figure 2.6 below illustrates a chirp frame with frame period
Tf = NTc.
Figure 2.6: Example chirp frame, N equally spaced chirp signals.
A second FFT is computed to resolve the two objects’ velocities. The first and
second transforms are Range-FFT and Doppler-FFT. The Range-FFT processes the
reflected chirps from the two objects. This corresponds to N identically located peaks
in the frequency domain. However, each object produces a peak with distinct phase
values. The Doppler-FFT is performed on the N phasors to resolve the two objects
[3]. This results in two peaks, ω1 and ω2, that correspond to the phase difference
11
Figure 2.7: ∆d between two RX antennas from one object [3].
between consecutive chirps for each respective object. The velocity is then calculated
as,
v1,2 =
λω1,2
4piTc
(2.14)
Two discrete frequencies are resolvable if ∆ω = ω2 − ω2 > 2pi/N [rad/sample].
Adjusting equation 2.10 to include the chirp frame period results in velocity resolu-
tion,
v > vres =
λ
2Tf
(2.15)
Therefore, velocity resolution is inversely proportional to chirp frame period, Tf [3].
2.2.3 Arrival Angle
The an object’s angle with respect to the FMCW radar is the arrival angle. The
arrival angle is determined from distance difference ∆d between two RX antennas.
The ∆d is measured from the resulting phase change between the two peaks in the
FFT. Figure 2.7 below illustrates the difference in distance the RX signal travels to
arrive at the RX antennas.
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The ∆d corresponds to the resulting ∆φ via,
∆φ =
2pi∆d
λ
(2.16)
Assuming the received signal is a plane wave, ∆d is geometrically approximated,
∆d = lsin(θ) (2.17)
where l is the distance between two antennas. Therefore, the arrival angle is com-
puted as,
θ = sin−1(
λ∆φ
2pil
) (2.18)
This measurement utilizes the sine function small angle approximation, sin(θ) ≈
θ. Therefore, the arrival angle estimation is more accurate the closer θ is to 0.
The maximum angular field of view is defined by the radar’s maximum arrival angle
measurement [3]. An unambiguous angle measurement requires |∆φ| < 180o. This
leads to the maximum field of view defined by the spacing between two antennas is,
θmax = sin
−1(
λ
2l
) (2.19)
Antennas spaced l = λ/2 corresponds to a maximum angular field of view ±90o.
2.3 Data Capture Device
The DCA1000EVM board is used in conjunction with the IWR1642 to capture real-
time radar measurements. The DCA1000 device captures raw ADC data from the
radar before FFT processing occurs. The DCA1000 connects to the IWR1642 via
a Samtec coaxial micro ribbon cable. The DCA1000 connects via Ethernet cable to
the computer. It allows the user to process the data external to the IWR1642 DSP.
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Figure 2.8 below shows the DCA1000EVM capture card board. Figure 2.9 shows the
IWR1642 and DCA1000 board connections in the anechoic chamber test fixture.
Figure 2.8: DCA1000EVM raw ADC data capture card.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: IWR1642 and DCA1000 connection. Device mounted to ane-
choic chamber test fixture.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: IWR1642 (red) and DCA1000 (green) setup in the anechoic
chamber. Boards mounted to anechoic chamber test fixture.
2.4 Characterization
The IWR1642 and DCA1000 are tested in the anechoic chamber to measure various
objects’ reflected power, and the field of view capabilities. Figure 2.10 below shows
the experimental setup to determine reflected power and field of view measurements.
IWR1642 board characterization includes reflection measurements on an optical
corner cube reflector, a 6 cm x 6 cm copper sheet and a standard bicycle reflec-
tor. Figure 2.11 below shows object amplitude profiles. The vertical axis shows the
measured reflection amplitude in decibels with respect to full scale (dBFS).
The IWR1642 field of view specifications and measurements are shown in Table
2.1 below. The measured azimuthal range greater than the given specifications. This
is likely due to anechoic testing where noise sources are significantly reduced.
Table 2.1: IWR1642 Radar Field of View Specifications and Measured
Results
Specification Datasheet Value Measured Value
Azimuthal Range ≈ 120o 167.5o
Elevation Range ≈ 40o 37.7o
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(a) Optical Corner Reflector (b) 6cm x 6cm Copper Sheet
(c) Standard Bicycle Reflector (d) No Testing Object
Figure 2.11: Optical Corner Reflector (a), 6 cm x 6 cm Copper Sheet
(b), Standard Bicycle Reflector(c), and No Testing Object(d) Reflection
Measurements.
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Chapter 3
FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACES
3.1 Basic Operating Principles
A frequency selective surface (FSS) is typically a two-dimensional array of periodic
elements [14]. A perfectly conducting aperture FSS resonates and functions as a band-
pass filter at the design frequency. The FSS reflects electromagnetic wave frequencies
outside the passband. A perfectly conducting patch FSS acts a bandstop filter. The
FSS reflects incident electromagnetic waves at the patch resonant frequency. The
transmission coefficient, τ , is defined as,
τ =
Et
Ei
(3.1)
where Et is the transmitted electromagnetic wave signal amplitude and Ei is the
incident wave signal amplitude. The reflection coefficient, Γ, is defined as,
Γ =
Er
Ei
(3.2)
where Er is the reflected wave signal amplitude. Figure 3.1 below depicts the typical
patch and aperture structure and their respective transmission curves.
Complimentary arrays, like those shown in Figure 3.1, exhibit reflection curves
equal to the transmission curves of one another. However, this is only true in the
ideal case where the material is onsidered infinitely thin and perfectly conducting
with no dielectric substrate [8]. An electric current is excited in the patch case, and
a magnetic current density caused by a voltage distribution across the aperture is
excited in the aperture case.
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Figure 3.1: Typical aperture a) and patch c) FSS, and their typical trans-
mission characteristics b) and d), respectively. Interelement Spacing, Dx
and Dy [14].
The patch FSS case is considered a capacitive mesh with impedance,
Zc =
1
jωC
, (3.3)
where C is the effective mesh capacitance and ω is the incident electromagnetic wave
angular frequency. An EM wave with frequency near the element’s resonant frequency
causes near uniform oscillating current densities in each conducting element. The
mesh approximates a continuous conducting sheet and reflects the wave.
The aperture FSS is considered an inductive mesh with impedance,
ZL = jωL, (3.4)
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where L is the effective mesh inductance and ω is the incident electromagnetic wave
angular frequency. EM wave frequencies within the passband conduct through the
apertures and the EM wave transmits through the surface. At frequencies outside
resonance, surface currents conduct in the inductive mesh reflecting the EM wave.
The mesh approximates a continuous conducting sheet.
3.2 FSS Element Types
FSS element types include center connected, loop, solid/plate, and combinations [8],
see figure 3.2 below. The loop type family demonstrates favorable performance met-
rics compared to the other types. Element size can be reduced using loading (discussed
in section 3.5). Reducing element size also enables decreased interelement spacing.
Closer elements decreases the resonant frequency variance with respect to EM wave’s
incident angle upon the FSS [8].
3.3 Resonant Frequency
The FSS resonant frequency is determined from element size and shape, dielectric ma-
terial and thickness, and interelement spacing. The element circumference is typically
a multiple of the resonant wavelength. However, the circumference usually matches
the resonant wavelength. This reduces the nulls in the scattering pattern [14]. In the
dipole case, the element is typically λr/2 in length. In the square and circular loop
case, depicted in Figure 3.2, each half loop acts as a λr/2 dipole element [14].
FSS resonance bandwidth is inversely proportional to interelement spacing. In-
creasing the distance between elements by 10% in one dimension decreases the band-
width by approximately 10%. Increasing the distance between elements by 10% in
two dimensions decreases the bandwidth by approximately 20% [8].
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Figure 3.2: Typical FSS element type groups (taken from [8], chapter 2,
pg. 28)
3.4 Dielectric Substrate Effects
Dielectric substrates provide mechanical strength and control the FSSs resonance
magnitude and frequency through the relative dielectric constant r and substrate
thickness. An FSS with infinitely thick dielectric slabs on both sides resonate at
fr/
√
r [8], where fr is the free space resonant frequency. However, reducing the
dielectric slabs’ thickness to a typical value ≈ 0.05λr, the resonant frequency lies
between fr/
√
r and fr. An FSS with a dielectric slab only on one side will have a
minimum resonate frequency at fr/
√
(r + 1)/2 [8]. Figure 3.3 below illustrates the
three cases.
Dielectric material loss tangent decreases resonance magnitude. Therefore, loss
tangent should be minimized in FSS bandpass filters. However, higher performance
materials are typically more costly.
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Figure 3.3: FSS immersed in infinite dielectric, FSS with no dielectric
substrate, FSS with finite thickness dielectric substrate on both sides, and
FSS with finite dielectric substrate on one side example transmission/re-
flection curves [8].
3.5 Loaded vs. Unloaded
Aperture type structures produce a bandpass response. However, this configuration
demonstrates non-optimal resonance magnitudes. This is attributed to small capac-
itance in the equivalent circuit. An LC parallel resonator performance is typically
characterized by its Q value. Q is the measure of resonator bandwidth compared to
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the center frequency. Generally, Q is defined as,
Q =
fr
BW
(3.5)
Furthermore, for a LC parallel resonator Q is defined as,
Q = ωCR (3.6)
where ω is the angular resonant frequency, C is the equivalent capacitance, and R
is the equivalent circuit resistance. Inserting a loading element into the aperture
increases the equivalent capacitance. Therefore, the loading effect increases the Q
of the equivalent circuit resonator. Figure 3.4 demonstrates this phenomena in the
square aperture bandpass filter case.
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Figure 3.4: Unloaded and Loaded square aperture FSS, their equivalent
circuits, and their respective transmission curves. Unloaded FSS shows
lesser magnitude resonance compared to loaded FSS [8].
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Chapter 4
DESIGN
4.1 Loaded Cross Aperture Configuration
The loaded cross aperture configuration is chosen as the unit cell in this work. The
configuration is adapted from [11] and modified to follow fabrication constraints. This
configuration is a cross dipole unit cell placed within a cross shaped aperture. The
cross aperture and cross dipole configurations are examined in section 4.3.1. Figure
4.1 below shows cross dipole, cross aperture, and loaded cross aperture FSS unit cell
configurations.
Figure 4.1: Cross dipole (a), cross aperture (b), and loaded cross aper-
ture (c) FSS unit cell configurations. Conducting copper surface (orange),
dielectric substrate (green).
The loaded cross aperture configuration provides resonance frequency stability vs.
EM wave incident angle. This configuration also enhances design frequency resonance.
The stronger resonance enables minimum unit cell dimensions. Reduced unit cell size
allows smaller interelement distances, Dx and Dy, which increases FSS resonance
frequency stability relative to incident angle.
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The configuration in Figure 4.1c is designed at fr = 79 GHz and fr = 8 GHz. A
79 GHz resonance frequency is chosen to place the peak transmission resonance in
the IWR1642 chirp signal’s center (77 GHz - 81 GHz). The FSS passes frequencies
in the chirp signal bandwidth. However, Vector Network Analyzers to record S11
reflection and S21 transmission measurements are not available. Therefore, an 8 GHz
FSS is designed and fabricated to verify operation. Unit cell dimensions (loaded cross
aperture) are modified to resonate at 8 GHz.
4.2 HFSS Simulations
The FSS designs are simulated in HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator). The
unit cell is defined in figure 4.1c. HFSS simulates FSS using Floquet port excitations.
Floquet ports extend a single FSS unit cell to an infinitely repeating structure in
the unit cell plane. Floquet ports simulate mode sets that represent plane waves
whose propagation direction is set by the frequency, phasing, and periodic structure
geometry [1]. These ports simulate transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM) modes which define reflection and transmission characteristics for different EM
wave polarizations. Master and Slave boundaries define the unit cell boundaries. The
Master boundaries are assigned a Slave boundary on the unit cell’s opposite side.
Each Master/Slave boundary pair forces identical boundary conditions [1]. This is
necessary to simulate the unit cell as an infinitely repeating structure. Figure 4.2
below shows Floquet port and Master/Slave pair assignments.
The dielectric substrate used is 127µm (5 mil) thick FR4 with r = 4.4, and
dielectric loss tangent, tanδ = 0.02. The copper thickness is 35µm(1 oz. copper).
FR4 is selected to minimize cost compared to high frequency dielectric materials, such
as Duroid. The manufacturer, Bay Area Circuit’s minimum substrate thickness is 5
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Figure 4.2: HFSS Model, FSS Floquet port simulation (a) and Mas-
ter/Slave boundary (b).
mils. Section 4.3.2 discusses the dielectric thickness and material simulated effects on
the resonant frequency.
4.3 79 GHz design
Figure 4.3 below shows the 79 GHz FSS unit cell dimensions. The first resonance
frequency occurs when the interior element circumference is approximately λr.
Figure 4.4 below shows the 79 GHz FSS simulated transmission and reflection
curves. The peak resonance occurs at fr = 79.5GHz. The transmission’s -1 dB
bandwidth is approximately 17.4 GHz.
Figure 4.5 below shows the 79 GHz FSS simulated S11 reflection response at
various incident plane wave angles. This simulation indicates that an increase in
incident angle has minimal effect on the FSS’s resonant frequency. However, the
resonance bandwidth decreases as incident angle increases.
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Figure 4.3: 79 GHz FSS unit cell dimensions, 127µm (5 mil) thick FR4
(green), 1 oz. copper(orange).
Figure 4.4: 79 GHz FSS Reflection (red) and Transmission (purple) HFSS
simulations, incident plane wave propagation direction perpendicular to
FSS, 127µm (5 mil) thick FR4.
4.3.1 Cross Dipole and Cross Aperture
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show 79 GHz FSS simulations with the cross dipole and cross
aperture configurations, respectively. The unit cell dimensions in Figure 4.6 are the
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Figure 4.5: 79 GHz FSS simulated resonance versus frequency at various
incident angles, 127µm (5 mil) thick FR4.
same as the inner cross dipole in Figure 4.3. The unit cell dimensions in Figure 4.7
are the same as the outer aperture dimensions in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.6: 79 GHz FSS cross dipole HFSS simulation, Figure 4.1a con-
figuration, S21 (purple), S11 (red), 127µm (5 mil) thick FR4.
Figure 4.6 confirms that patch like FSS elements perform as bandstop filters. The
S21 transmission curve null and S11 reflection peak at 142.1 GHz indicates band stop
filter performance.
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Figure 4.7: 79 GHz FSS cross aperture HFSS simulation, Figure 4.1b
configuration, S21 (purple), S11 (red), 127µm (5 mil) thick FR4.
Figure 4.7 shows resonance at f = 120.1 GHz. The cross aperture simulation
shows a much greater bandwidth than the loaded cross aperture simulation in figure
4.4. This indicates loading the aperture unit cell with the cross dipole creates a
stronger resonance.
4.3.2 Dielectric Substrate Effects
Figure 4.8 below shows the loaded cross aperture configuration with no dielectric ma-
terial. This simulation demonstrates the FSS’s resonant frequency with no dielectric.
Peak resonance at fr = 122.5GHz confirms resonant frequency shift by one-sided
dielectric discussed in section 3.4. Figure 4.9 shows the loaded cross aperture |S11|
reflection curves vs. dielectric thickness, H diel. The simulation indicates that reso-
nance magnitude decreases and bandwidth increases as dielectric material thickness
increases.
Figure 4.10 shows the 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture design simulation with
Duroid substrate material, dielectric constant r = 2.2. Therefore, resonance fre-
quency increases in agreement with Section 3.4.
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Figure 4.8: 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture configuration, dielectric
substrate removed, S21 (purple), S11 (red).
Figure 4.9: 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture configuration S11 reflection
curves, dielectric substrate thickness, H diel, swept logarithmically 1.27µm
- 1270µm.
4.3.3 Inter-element Spacing Analysis
Figure 4.11 below shows 79 GHz loaded cross aperture configuration S11 reflection
curves vs. inter-element spacing G. The simulation indicates that FSS resonance mag-
nitude and bandwidth decrease with increased spacing. This simulation is consistent
with section element spacing effects discussed in section 3.3.
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Figure 4.10: 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture configuration, Duroid
substrate (r = 2.2), S21 (purple), S11 (red).
Figure 4.11: 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture configuration S11 reflection
curves, Inter-element spacing, G, swept 15µm - 1500µm.
4.3.4 Tolerance Analysis
79 GHz FSS unit cell dimension variations determine performance sensitivity. Figures
4.13 and 4.14 below show simulations of the 79 GHz FSS with each feature size
increased and decreased 10%, respectively. The inner dipole and aperture width,
length, and gap size are adjusted. The simulations show resonant frequency shift
∆fr = −7 GHz and ∆fr = +8.5 GHz, respectively. These simulations demonstrate
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that fabrication accuracy at the micron scale are necessary to correctly resonate FSS
in the mmWave wavelength range. Figure 4.12 shows the dimensions used in the
simulation shown in figure 4.13
Figure 4.12: 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture configuration dimensions,
inner dipole and aperture width, length, and gap size increased by 10%.
Figure 4.13: 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture configuration HFSS simu-
lation, inner dipole and aperture width, length, and gap size increased by
10%, S21 (purple), S11 (red).
4.4 8 GHz design
Figure 4.15 shows the 8 GHz FSS unit cell dimensions. This design also utilizes the
loaded cross aperture configuration.
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Figure 4.14: 79 GHz FSS loaded cross aperture configuration, inner dipole
and aperture width, length, and gap size decreased by 10%, S21 (purple),
S11 (red).
Figure 4.15: 8 GHz FSS unit cell dimensions.
Figure 4.16 shows the 8 GHz FSS simulated S11 reflection and S21 transmis-
sion curves. The first and second peak resonances are fr1 = 8.07 GHz and
fr2 = 17.55GHz, respectively. The 8 GHz design demonstrates lower reflection
magnitude at first resonance than the 79 GHz FSS. The 8 GHz FSS first resonance
S11 magnitude compared to the −10 dB BW is greater than that of the 79 GHz FSS.
Table 4.1 below compares the resonance strength of each design.
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Figure 4.16: 8 GHz FSS HFSS simulated S11 reflection (red) and S21 trans-
mission (purple).
Table 4.1: Simulated first resonance strength indicator, 8 GHz FSS and
79 GHz FSS
First Resonance Strength Indicator 8 GHz FSS 79 GHz FSS
fr
BW−10dB,S11
8.07 7.23
Figure 4.17 below shows the 8 GHz FSS simulated S11 reflection curves vs. incident
plane wave angles. The variable theta scan represents EM plane wave’s incident angle
upon the FSS. The simulation indicates minimal |S11| minimum (first resonance)
deviation vs. incident angle.
4.5 Fabrication
The unit cells are expanded to create unit cell arrays. The arrays are exported from
HFSS as Gerber files necessary to manufacturing. Figure 4.18 below shows the 8 GHz
and 79 GHz array Gerber files used in manufacturing. The 8 GHz FSS is an 8 x 8
unit cell array, while the 79 GHz FSS is a 40 x 40 unit cell array. Figure 4.19 below
displays the fabricated 79 GHz and 8 GHz boards. The unit cells are repeated in a
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Figure 4.17: 8 GHz FSS simulated S11 reflection curves, incident angle
sweep, $theta scan, 0o − 45o, 15o steps.
2D plane to create the FSS. One sided FR4 dielectric with thickness 127µm, and 1 oz
copper are used in this design. Bay Area Circuits, PCB fabricator, created the FSSs.
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(a) 8 GHz FSS Gerber file layout
(b) 79 GHz FSS Gerber file layout
Figure 4.18: Gerber File layouts
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(a) 79 GHz FSS, Total Cross Section =
6cm x 6cm
(b) 8 GHz FSS, Total Cross Section =
10cm x 10cm
(c) 8 GHz FSS, Side Angle View
Figure 4.19: Fabricated FSS designs.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS
5.1 8 GHz FSS
5.1.1 8 GHz FSS Testing Methodology
The 8 GHz FSS is tested in the anechoic chamber. The FSS is placed directly between
two Narda model 641 7.05 GHz - 10 GHz standard gain horn antennas. The reflec-
tion and transmission characteristics are measured using an Anritsu MS4624B Vector
Network Analyzer (VNA). Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the 8 GHz FSS experimental
setup.
Figure 5.1: 8 GHz FSS experimental setup diagram, Chamber approxi-
mately 2 m x 3 m (not to scale).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: 8 GHz FSS experimental setup, straight on view (a), side view
(b).
5.1.2 Reflection Characteristics
Reflection measurements were recorded using the 8 GHz FSS and a square 10 cm x 10 cm
copper sheet cut to the 8 GHz FSS dimensions. Figure 5.3 below shows the copper
sheet and 8 GHz FSS measured S11 reflection. The reflection measurement compari-
son shows minimal difference in the response. Therefore, the FSS resonant frequency
cannot be determined with this measurement.
To isolate Γ2 shown in Figure 5.4, time domain measurement techniques are uti-
lized. Time domain reflectometry (TDR) filtering is utilized to more accurately de-
termine the FSS resonant frequency. This technique applies a bandpass filter to the
measured S11 time domain response. This attenuates the measured response outside
the filter’s passband. This filtering is referred to as TDR gating. The passband is
chosen corresponding to the FSS and copper sheet distance from the horn antenna’s
SMA connection. Figure 5.5 below shows the general block diagram for the time
domain filtering technique. The VNA executes these measurements and calculations
to produced the filtered responses.
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Figure 5.3: Measured S11 vs. Frequency, Copper Sheet (blue), 8 GHz FSS
(green).
Figure 5.4: 8 GHz FSS experimental Setup Diagram depicting reflection
and transmission coefficients.
Figure 5.6 below shows the measured S11 response vs. distance from the SMA
connection. It shows there are significant reflections that affect the S11 response
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Figure 5.5: High level time domain filtering block diagram.
surrounding 0 cm. This indicates that the SMA junction with the Narda horn antenna
is the source of these reflections. Therefore, the TDR gating bandpass filter is applied
to the S11 response corresponding to the sheet’s distance from the SMA connection.
Figure 5.6: Measured S11 reflection measurement vs. distance, Copper
Sheet with NO TDR gate filter (orange), Copper Sheet with TDR gate
function (blue).
Figure 5.7 shows the measured copper sheet and 8 GHz FSS S11 response for
f = 5 − 9 GHz using the TDR gating. The 8 GHz FSS response shows |S11| =
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−71.936 dB at fr = 8.12 GHz. This is 53.39 dB less than the copper sheet S11 at
this frequency.
Figure 5.7: Measured S11 response vs. frequency, copper sheet (blue),
8 GHz FSS (green), TDR gating distance 0.4809 m - 0.6581 m.
Figure 5.8 below shows the 8 GHz FSS reflection measurements for incident angles
0o − 45o in 15o steps with no TDR gating. Significant differences are not discernible.
Therefore, the same TDR gating technique is used. Figure 5.9 shows the 8 GHz FSS
S11 reflection measurements for incident angles 0
o − 45o in 15o steps with TDR
gating. The TDR gating passband is slightly modified for each measurement due to
changes in physical distance between the angled FSS and the horn antenna.
Figure 5.9 shows resonant frequency shifts are minimal with incident angle varia-
tion. Theta = 15o shows greatest resonant frequency shift to fr = 7.90 GHz with
∆f = − 0.22 GHz. However, simulation in Figure 4.17 shows a similar frequency
deviation at theta = 15o.
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Figure 5.8: Measured S11 response vs. frequency, Theta = 0
o − 45o, no
TDR gating.
Figure 5.9: Measured S11 response vs. frequency, Theta = 0
o − 45o, TDR
gating used: 45o = 0.252 m − 0.5928 m, 30o = 0.252 m − 0.6015 m, 15o =
0.5497 m − 0.6279 m, 0o = 0.4809 m − 0.6581 m.
5.1.3 Transmission Characteristics
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 below shows the 10 cm x 10 cm copper sheet compared to no
sheet, and 8 GHz FSS compared to no sheet measured S21 response, respectively. The
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8 GHz FSS S21 shows significant attenuation for f = 5 − 7 GHz range. The FSS
response also more closely matches the no sheet response for f = 7.8 − 9 GHz range.
The FSS attenuates transmissions outside the resonant frequency range f < 7.8GHz.
Figure 5.10: 10 cm x 10 cm Copper sheet, and No Sheet measured S21 vs.
frequency.
Figure 5.11: 8 GHz FSS, and No Sheet measured S21 vs. frequency.
The 8 GHz FSS passband is depicted as τ1 in Figure 5.4. To isolate this measure-
ment and show the calculated FSS passband transmission response, τ2 is calculated
and factored out of the S21 measurement. The 8 GHz FSS passband is calculated for
frequency range f = 7.60 − 9 GHz. Figure 5.12 below shows the calculated 8 GHz
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Figure 5.12: Calculated S21 passband, 8 GHz FSS, f = 7.60 − 9 GHz
passband. The response maximal transmission in this frequency range. Indicating
the 8 GHz FSS is transparent to the propagating EM waves in this frequency range.
Figure 5.13 shows the 8 GHz FSS measured S21 at various theta angles. Transmis-
sion characteristics show similar performance for each incident angle in the antenna
operating range: 7.05 GHz - 10 GHz.
Figure 5.13: 8 GHz FSS measured S21 vs. frequency at various theta
angles.
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5.2 79 GHz FSS
5.2.1 mmWave Methodology
The 79 GHz FSS’s performance is tested using the IWR1642 radar and DCA1000EVM.
TI provides a software user interface, mmWave Studio, hat enables IWR1642 ADC
data analysis. A 1-D FFT is applied to the measured ADC data to determine received
power peaks vs. distance from the radar. This data is used to determine the test
object’s reflective properties. Figure 5.14 below shows the IWR1642 and DCA1000
experimental setup.
Figure 5.14: IWR1642 and DCA1000 experimental setup.
5.2.2 Reflection Characteristics
The amplitude measurements for the 79 GHz FSS and the 6 cm x 6 cm copper sheet
are show in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, respectively. Table 5.1 hows the ADC measured
amplitudes recorded by the IWR1642 and DCA1000. The peak amplitude is measured
in decibels with respect to full scale (dBFS). The 6 cm x 6 cm copper sheet is a
blank copper PCB cut to the same physical cross section as the 79 GHz FSS. The
10 cm x 10 cm copper sheet is the same copper sheet used in the 8 GHz testing.
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Figure 5.15: Measured Reflection diagram, 79 GHz FSS.
Figure 5.16: Measured Reflection diagram, 6 cm x 6 cm copper sheet.
The measured 79 GHz FSS amplitude shows a -7.24 dB reduction in amplitude
compared to the 6 cm x 6 cm copper sheet. This indicates an increase in transmitted
power through the 79 GHz FSS at the radar frequency range. This is compared to
a +0.4 dB difference between the 8 GHz FSS and the 10 cm x 10 cm copper sheet.
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Table 5.1: 1D FFT amplitude peaks for various surfaces at 58.59 cm from
the radar
Surface Peak Amplitude [dBFS]
79 GHz FSS -49.15
6 cm x 6 cm Copper Sheet -41.91
8 GHz FSS -36.83
10 cm x 10 cm Copper Sheet -37.23
No Surface -65.82
The similar response in the 8 GHz FSS and 10 cm x 10 cm copper sheet indicates the
8 GHz FSS does not resonate at the radar chirp frequency range, and it reflects the
plane waves similar to the 10 cm x 10 cm copper sheet.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
This work examines FSS applications to object visibility in mmWave radar. Loaded
cross aperture FSS screens are designed and fabricated at 8 GHz and 79 GHz. The
8 GHz FSS reflection and transmission characteristics are examined and demonstrate
filtering properties in agreement with HFSS simulations. Table 6.1 below shows the
8 GHz FSS simulated and measured first resonance frequency. Minimal deviation from
simulated results indicates this HFSS simulation method is appropriate for this design
and the 2-D infinite sheet approximation is verified. The downward shift in resonance
frequency at 15o incident angle is demonstrated in simulations and measured data.
Table 6.1: Simulated and measured resonance frequency at various angles,
8 GHz FSS
Incident Angle Simulated fr Measured fr Difference ∆f
0o 8.07 GHz 8.12 GHz 0.05 GHz
15o 7.26 GHz 7.90 GHz 0.64 GHz
30o 8.10 GHz 8.08 GHz 0.02 GHz
45o 8.11 GHz 8.03 GHz 0.08 GHz
This FSS design demonstrates minimal resonant frequency shift when incident
angle is varied. Therefore, the loaded cross aperture configuration is desirable in
scenarios where incident angle is highly variable. This is the case in autonomous
vehicles where radars and the objects around them are in motion. The 79 GHz
FSS reflection measurements demonstrate minimal reflections in the IWR1642 radar’s
frequency range when compared to the 6 cm x 6 cm copper sheet. Indicating the
79 GHz FSS is resonating in the radar’s chirp frequency range (77 GHz - 81 GHz).
However, tolerance simulations show that mmWave frequency FSSs require precision
manufacturing to the micron scale. Therefore, standard PCB fabrication methods
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may not be suitable to mass production of these devices. Enhanced precision copper
etching manufacturing techniques is one possible method of fabricating FSSs.
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Chapter 7
FUTURE WORK
This research has further proven that HFSS is an effective design tool for modeling
and simulating FSSs. Results demonstrate confidence that the 2D infinite plane
approximation is appropriate in FSS design. Further research is necessary reduce
the precision required to manufacture FSSs without compromising performance. The
next steps are to refine the concept of creating highly visibly objects for 77 GHz radar.
Frequency selective optical reflectors have been produced [13]. Radar corner cubes
are used in practice today to create highly reflective objects. Applying a frequency
selective surface to this structure would impart frequency selective properties to the
corner cube. Future research in construction of a low cost and discrete, frequency
selective reflector in the mmWave frequency range is the next phase of this research.
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